Bulk Order Return Guide
Exemptions to the $75 per person/per week cash limit at SARCAN are available for
bulk order customers such as bottle drives, restaurants and bars, businesses,
schools, and special occasions like concerts, sporting events, and weddings.
Bulk order customers can either set up an appointment with their depot, or use Drop
& Go. To learn more about setting up a Drop & Go account, or to use Drop & Go as an
ongoing fundraiser for your nonprofit organization, visit sarcandropandgo.ca or
inquire about it at your depot.
For a list of depot locations and hours, visit sarcan.ca/locations.

PREPARING FOR A BULK ORDER RETURN
1. If flattening containers, do not flatten up and down (like a hockey puck),
please flatten side to side, ensuring labels are still visible.
2. Glass bottles should be separated from other containers – please use boxes
for glass if possible.
3. All bottle caps must be removed from containers to receive deposit refunds.
Any containers with caps left on will be donated to Telemiracle, SARCAN’s
charity of choice.

AFTER YOUR ORDER IS COMPLETE
The depot will call you when the order is complete and your cheque is ready to pick
up. If using Drop & Go, you can return to pick up a cheque, or have deposit refunds
transferred to PayPal if you prefer.
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DEPOSIT REFUND AMOUNTS
Please sort containers into the categories below.

Aluminum/Tin Cans

10-25¢

(plastic bags)

refund

Plastic Bottles/Jugs

10-25¢

(plastic bags)

refund

Glass/Beer Bottles

5-40¢

(boxes)

refund

Cartons/Juice Boxes 10-25¢
(plastic bags)

refund

PAINT AND ELECTRONICS
In order to drop off large amounts of household paint or end-of-life electronics for
recycling, please book an appointment with your depot. Drop & Go is not offered for
household paint and electronics.
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